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Let E be an elliptic curve over Q. Observing certain relations between the torsion
subgroups of E and ED , the D-quadratic twist of E, we prove that the torsion
subgroups of E is stable for all but finitely many quadratic extensions. Moreover,
using the result of K. Ono, we classify the torsion subgroup of E over all quadratic
extensions when E is of the form E : y2=x(x+M)(x+N), where M and N are
integers. In the special case when torsion subgroup of E over Q is isomorphic to
Z2ZZ8Z, we prove that the torsion subgroup of E is always stable under
quadratic extensions.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q. Let T(E, Q) be the torsion
subgroup of the group of rational points of E over Q. Similarly, we define
T(E, Q(- D)) for any quadratic extension Q(- D) over Q where D is a
square free integer. T(E, Q) is a subgroup of T(E, Q(- D)).
Letting E : y2=x3+Ax+B, where A and B are integers, we define the
D-quadratic twist of E, denoted by, ED : Dy2=x3+Ax+B. Sometimes,
we use the equation ED : y2=x3+D2Ax+D3B which is isomorphic to
previous one by the map which sends (x, y) to (xD, yD2). Let _ be a
generator of Gal(Q(- D)Q).
In this paper we are going to prove the following theorems which explain
the properties of torsion subgroups of elliptic curves under quadratic
extensions.
Theorem 1. Let E : y2=x(x+M)(x+N), where M and N are integers,
be an elliptic curve over Q. Assume (M, N) is a square free integer. Then for
all quadratic extensions Q(- D) over Q, where D is a square free integer, the
torsion subgroup of E over Q(- D) can be classified as follows.
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(i) If T(E, Q)=Z2ZZ8Z, then T(E, Q(- D))=Z2ZZ8Z
for all D.
(ii) If T(E, Q)=Z2ZZ6Z, then by defining a set S=[M, N,
&M, &M+N, &N, &N+M], it has a following classification. (a) if none
of the integers in S are squares, then T(E, Q(- D))=Z2ZZ6Z for all D.
(b) if there is a square in S, then it is the only square in the set S and it
determines the unique D such that T(E, Q(- D))=Z4ZZ6Z and
T(E, Q(- D$))=Z2ZZ6Z for all other D$ different from D.
(iii) If T(E, Q)=Z2ZZ4Z, then after linear change of coordinates
we assume M and N are squares. In this case, (a) T(E, Q(- D))=Z4Z
Z4Z when D=&1, M=s2, N=t2 and s2&t2=\r2 for some integers s, t
and r. (b) T(E, Q(- D))=Z2ZZ8Z when M=u4, N=v4, where u2+v2
is not a square and D is the square free part of the factorization of u2+v2
or when M=u4, N=D2v4 (resp. M=D2v4, N=u4) where u, v and w are
integers for which u2+Dv2=w2. (c) T(E, Q(- D))=Z2ZZ4Z for all
other cases.
(iv) If T(E, Q)=Z2ZZ2Z, then T(E, Q(- D)) may take any of
Z2ZZ2Z, Z2ZZ4Z, Z2ZZ6Z, Z2ZZ8Z, Z4ZZ6Z, and
this can be determined using a standard isomorphism between T(E, Q(- D))
and T(ED , Q(- D)).
Theorem 2. Let E : y2=x(x+M)(x+N), where M and N are integers,
be an elliptic curve over Q. Then,
(i) If T(E, Q)=Z2ZZ8Z, then T(ED , Q)=Z2ZZ2Z for all
square free integers D.
(ii) If T(E, Q)=Z2ZZ6Z, then T(ED , Q)=Z2ZZ2Z for all
square free integers D.
(iii) If T(E, Q)=Z2ZZ4Z, then after linear change of coordinates
we assume M=s2, N=t2 for some integers s and t. (a) If D=&1 and s2&t2
=\r2 for some integer r, then T(ED , Q)=Z2ZZ4Z. (b) If M, N and
D do not satisfy the condition of part (a), then T(ED , Q)=Z2ZZ2Z.
(iv) If T(E, Q)=Z2ZZ2Z, then T(ED , Q)=Z2ZZ4Z,
Z2ZZ6Z, Z2ZZ8Z for only finitely many D and T(ED , Q)=
Z2ZZ2Z for almost all D.
2. QUADRATIC TWISTS AND TORSION SUBGROUPS
For a given elliptic curve E over Q, the group of rational points has
many interesting properties related with quadratic extension Q(- D). For
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example, one can easily show that the rank of E over Q(- D) is the sum
of the ranks of E and ED over Q. In the case of torsion subgroups, we have
the following simple proposition.
Proposition 1. The map h : T(E, Q(- D))T(E, Q)  T(ED , Q) defined
by
h(P ) :=P&_P
is an injective map of abelian groups.
Proof. Since P&_P is in the kernel of the trace map Tr : Q [ Q+_Q,
it is of the form (x0 , y0- D) where x0 and y0 are in Q. P&_P in T(ED , Q)
is understood as (x0 , y0) in T(ED , Q). The map is well defined because
T(E, Q) is in the kernel of h. If P&_P=Q&_Q, then _ fixes the point
P&Q. Therefore P&Q is in T(E, Q), which implies that h is injective. K
Corollary 1. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q. Then, its
torsion subgroup over Q(- D) is bounded for any quadratic extension
Q(- D). More precisely, for all square free D,
|T(E, Q(- D))|E162.
Proof. By Mazur’s classification of torsion subgroups of elliptic curves
over Q, the largest possible torsion subgroup of E over Q is of order 16.
By Proposition 1,
|T(E, Q(- D))|E |T(E, Q)| } |T(ED , Q)|E16 } 16. K
Note that the bound 162 can be greatly improved once we prove
Theorem 1 and 2. Above corollary is closely related with the uniform
boundness conjecture which says that, for a given number field K, there is
a constant B depending only on the extension degree of K over Q such that
the order of torsion subgroup of any elliptic curve over K is bounded by
B. This difficult conjecture has been proved recently by S. Kamienny [3]
for quadratic case and by L. Merel [10] for general cases.
Corollary 2. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q. Then, for all
square free integers D with only finitely many exceptions,
T(E, Q(- D))=T(E, Q).
i.e. The torsion subgroups are stable under almost all quadratic extensions.
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Proof. By Proposition 1, T(E, Q(- D))T(E, Q) is isomorphic to a
subgroup of T(ED , Q). Therefore since any point in T(ED , Q) has an
possible order 1, 2, ..., 10 or 12 by Mazur’s classification, T(E, Q) %
T(E, Q(- D)) if and only if there exist P # T(E, Q), Q # T(E, Q ),
m # [2, 3, ..., 10, 12] such that
mQ=P, Q(Q)=Q(x, y)=Q(- D) where Q=(x, y).
Note that there are only finitely many P # T(E, Q) and m # [2, 3, ...,
10, 12]. Thus, there are only finitely many Q # T(E, Q ) such that mQ=P.
Among them, only finitely many Q such that Q(Q)=Q(- D) for some
D # Z. Excluding those D’s which appear as Q(Q)=Q(- D), we get
T(E, Q)=T(E, Q(- D)) for all other D’s. K
It should be noted that above corollary can be deduced from Serre’s
deep theorem (see [14]), which says that Galois representation induced by
l-torsion points is surjective for all but finitely many primes l. But the proof
given above provides a concrete upper bound on the number of quadratic
fields for which the torsion subgroup is not stable because, given m and P,
there are exactly m2 solutions of Q for the equation mQ=P. It is not
difficult to see that we only need primes l(l=2, 3, 5 and 7), instead of
m # [2, 3, ..., 10, 12], to find a point Q in a quadratic extension such that
lQ=P where P is in T(E, Q). By solving the equation lQ=P for every
possible l and P, we can determine those quadratic fields for which the
torsion subgroup is not stable.
According to Mazur, there are 15 possible torsion subgroups for an elliptic
curve E over Q.
ZmZ, m=1, 2, ..., 10, 12.
Z2ZZmZ, m=2, 4, 6, 8.
All such groups are stable under almost all quadratic extensions. But for
those elliptic curves E for which T(E, Q) is Z2ZZ8Z, it turns out that
the torsion subgroup is always stable under quadratic extensions. And it is
also possible to classify the torsion subgroup of E over all quadratic exten-
sions if T(E, Q) has a subgroup Z2ZZ2Z. In order to prove this result,
we need the following proposition due to K. Ono (see [11]).
Proposition 2. Let E be an elliptic curve over Q whose torsion subgroup
contains Z2ZZ2Z, E : y2=x(x+M)(x+N), where M and N are integers.
Then T(E, Q) can be classified as follows.
(i) Z2ZZ4Z E T(E, Q) if and only if M, N are both squares or
&M, &M+N are both squares or &N, &N+M are both squares.
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(ii) Z2ZZ8Z=T(E, Q) if and only if there exist a positive
integer d, and a primitive Pythagorean triple (u, v, w), i.e. pairwise prime
positive integers u, v and w for which u2+v2=w2, such that M=d 2u4,
N=d 2v4 or &M=d 2u4, &M+N=d 2v4 or &N=d 2u4, &N+M=d 2v4.
(iii) T(E, Q)=Z2ZZ6Z if and only if there exist pairwise prime
integers a, b and a positive integer d such that M=(a4+2a3b) d 2,
N=(b4+2b3a) d 2 and ab  [&2, &12 , &1, 1, 0].
(iv) In all other cases, T(E, Q)=Z2ZZ2Z.
Proposition 3. Let s and t be distinct pairwise prime positive integers
and D be a square free integer. Then there are no integers a and b with
(a, b)=1 such that
Ds2=a3(a+2b), Dt2=b3(b+2a).
Proof. Suppose that there exist pairwise prime integers a and b which
satisfy above equations. Note that 2 does not divide D because 2|D implies
2|a and 2|b. If there exists a prime p( p{2, 3) such that p|D, we easily get
a contradiction using the property that a and b are pairwise prime. Since
D is a square free integer, D must be either \3 or &1. Note that, in the
case of D=\3, 3 divides both a+2b and b+2a. Since s and t are pairwise
prime, we may assume that either s and t are odd or s is even and t is odd.
Case 1. s and t are odd. we easily see that a and b are also odd
integers. By taking the equations into modulo 4, we find that D is either
3 or &1. When D=3, we have
s2=a3
a+2b
3
, t2=b3
b+2a
3
.
By replacing a with &a and b with &b if necessary, we may assume
a, (a+2b)3>0. Since
b+2a
3
=
1
2 \a+
a+2b
3 +>0
and t2 is positive, b is also a positive integer. Therefore there exist integers
X, Y, Z and W such that
a=X 2,
a+2b
3
=Y 2, b=Z2,
b+2a
3
=W 2.
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Thus
X2+2Z2=a+2b=3Y 2,
and
2X2+Z2=2a+b=3W2.
It is trivial to verify that any positive solution (X, Y, Z, W) of above pair
of equations is of the form (X, X, X, X) where X is a positive integer. Since
a and b are pairwise prime, we have a=b=1 and s=t=1 which is a
contradiction. When D is &1, in a similar way we get
a=X2,
a+2b
&1
=Y2, b=&Z2,
b+2a
&1
=&W 2
for some integers X, Y, Z and W. Hence
W2+2Y2=b+2a&2a&4b=&3b=Z2,
and
2W2+Y2=2b+4a&a&2b=3a=3X 2.
Thus we have a=1, b=&1 and s=t=1 which is a contradiction.
Case 2. s is even and t is odd. In this case, we find that a is even and
b is odd. Taking the equation Dt2=b3(b+2a) into modulo 4, we find that
D must be &3. Writing a=2a1 , we have
s2=24a31
a1+b
&3
, t2=b3
b+2a
&3
.
Therefore by assumming that a1 and (a1+b)&3 are positive, there exist
integers X, Y, Z and W such that
a1=X2,
a1+b
&3
=Y2, b=&Z2,
b+2a
&3
=&W2,
hence
W2+Y2=
b+2a&a1&b
3
=a1=X2,
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and
W2+4Y2=
b+2a&4a1&4b
3
=&b=Z2,
which is easily seen to be impossible. K
It should be mentioned that if s and t are positive integers, then using
the same technique as in the proof of Proposition 3, we can prove that
there are no integers a and b, where a and b are pairwise prime, such that
&s2=a3(a+2b), t2=b3(b+2a).
The proof of above theorem has a lot to do with finding solutions of a pair
of equations X2+MY2=Z2, X2+NY 2=W 2, which has a long history
since the time of Euler. An excellent book on this topic is written by
T. Ono [12], or for a brief overview, see K. Ono [11].
Let E : y2=x(x+M)(x+N), where M and N are integers, be an elliptic
curve whose torsion subgroup contains Z2ZZ2Z. Note that ED , the
D-quadratic twist of E, can be written as ED : y2=x(x+DM)(x+DN). We
assume that (M, N), the greatest common divisor of M and N, is a square
free integer because y2=x(x+M)(x+N) is isomorphic to y2=x(x+d 2M)
_(x+d 2N).
Lemma 1. Let k be an algebraic number field. Let E be an elliptic curve
over k given by,
E : y2=(x&:)(x&;)(x&#), :, ;, # # k.
Let (x0 , y0) be a k-rational point of E. Then, there exists a k-rational point
(x1 , y1) such that 2(x1 , y1)=(x0 , y0) if and only if x0&:, x0&;, x0&# are
squares in k. [6, p. 85]
Proposition 4. Let E : y2=x(x+M)(x+N) be an elliptic curve over Q
with torsion subgroup T(E, Q)=Z2ZZ6Z. Then for all square free
integer D,
T(ED , Q)=Z2ZZ2Z.
Proof. Since (M, N) is a square free integer, by Proposition 2-(iii),
there exist pairwise prime integers a and b such that M=a3(a+2b) and
N=b3(b+2a). Suppose that we have Z2ZZ4Z E T(ED , Q) for some
square free integer D. Then by Proposition 2-(i), DM, DN are squares
or &DM, &DM+DN are squares or &DN, &DN+DM are squares. If
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DM, DN are squares, using D is square free, we have M=Ds2 and N=Dt2
for some integers s and t with (s, t)=1. Therefore we get
Ds2=a3(a+2b), Dt2=b3(b+2a),
which contradicts Proposition 3. If &DM, &DM+DN are squares, same
way we have &M=Ds21 , &M+N=Dt
2
1 for some pairwise prime integers
s1 and t1 . Note that y2=x(x&M)(x&M+N) has the same torsion
subgroup Z2ZZ6Z. Thus there exist integers a1 and b1 with (a1 , b1)=1
such that
Ds21=a
3
1(a1+2b1), Dt
2
1=b
3
1(b1+2a1),
which is also a contradiction to Proposition 3. (Actually, M=a3(a+2b)
and N=b3(b+2a) give explicit values of a1 and b1 , that is, a1=&a and
b1=a+b.) These case when &N, &N+M are squares is also similar.
Therefore we have proved Z2ZZ4Z E3 T(ED , Q). Now suppose
T(ED , Q)=Z2ZZ6Z. By Proposition 2-(iii), there exist integers :, ;, d
with (:, ;)=1, d>0 and :;  [&2, &12 , &1, 1, 0] such that
DM=d 2:3(:+2;), DN=D2;3(;+2:).
Note that there is an isomorphism over Q(- D) between E and ED by the
map (x, y) [ (Dx, D32y). Since an order 3 point of T(E, Q) corresponds
to an order 3 point of T(ED , Q(- D)) (Which is not in Q) by the
isomorphism and an order 3 point of T(ED , Q) corresponds to a point of
the same order in T(E, Q(- D)) by an inverse isomorphism, we have
Z3ZZ3Z E T(E, Q(- D)).
Therefore Q(- D) must have a primitive 3th root of unity, which implies
D=&3. Thus we have
&3a3(a+2b)=d 2:3(:+2;), &3b3(b+2a)=d 2;3(;+2:).
If there is a prime p({3) which divides d, we easily get a contradiction
using (a, b)=1. If 32 divides d, we also get a contradiction. If d=3, then
we have (M, N)=3. Note that E$ : y2=x(x+M&3)(x+N&3) has a
torsion subgroup T(E$, Q)=Z2ZZ6Z with (M&3, N&3)=1 and
E$&3=E. Therefore choosing E$ instead of E if necessary, we may assume
that the elliptic curve E : y2=x(x+M)(x+N) has (M, N)=1. Since
a+2b+b+2a=3(a+b), we find that 3 cannot divide (a+2b)(b+2a).
Let (x0 , y0) be an order 3 point of T(E, Q(- D)) which corresponds to a
rational order 3 point (&3x0 , (&3)32y0) in T(ED , Q). Note that x0 is in
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Q but y0 is not. It is easy to verify that any order 3 point (x, y) of
E : y2=x(x+M)(x+N) should satisfy
3x4+4(M+N)x3+6MNx2&M 2N2=0.
Since (a2b2, a2b2(a+b)2) is an order 3 point, we have a following decom-
position.
3x4+4(M+N) x3+6MNx2&M2N2
=(x&a2b2)[3x3+(a+2b)(b+2a)(2a2&ab+2b2)x2
+a2b2(a+2b)2 (b+2a)2 x+a4b4(a+2b)2 (b+2a)2],
where M=a3(a+2b) and N=b3(b+2a). Since x0 is a rational root of the
cubic equation in the above decomposition, letting (x$0 , y$0)=(&3x0 ,
(&3)32y0) # T(ED , Q) and using Nagell-Lutz, x$0 is an integer root of
x3&(a+2b)(b+2a)(2a2&ab+2b2)x2
+3a2b2(a+2b)2 (b+2a)2 x&9a4b4(a+2b)2 (b+2a)2=0.
By Lemma 1, x$0=x21 for some integer x1 . Thus x1 is an integer root of
x6&(a+2b)(b+2a)(2a2&ab+2b2)x4
+3a2b2(a+2b)2 (b+2a)2 x2&9a4b4(a+2b)2 (b+2a)2=0.
It is trivial to verify that above polynomial has a decomposition as a
product of two cubic polynomials f (x) and g(x) where
f (x)=x3+(a+2b)(b+2a)x2
+3ab(a+2b)(b+2a)x+3a2b2(a+2b)(b+2a),
and
g(x)=x3&(a+2b)(b+2a)x2
+3ab(a+2b)(b+2a)x&3a2b2(a+2b)(b+2a).
Note that x1 is an integer root of one of above polynomials. Now we claim
that both f (x) and g(x) are actually irreducible over Q, which will give a
contradiction. Since g(x)=&f (&x), it is enough to show that f (x) is
irreducible. Since x1 or &x1 is a root of f (x) and our subsequent argument
is independent of the choice of \x1 , for convenience we assume that x1 is
a root of f (x). Then we have
&x31=(a+2b)(b+2a)(x
2
1+3abx1+3a
2b2).
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Since x21 is a x-coordinate of an order 3 point of T(E&3 , Q)=Z2ZZ6Z
where E&3: y2=x(x&3M)(x&3N), by Lemma 1, we deduce that both
x21&3M and x
2
1&3N are squares. Using the fact that M and N are
pairwise prime, we conclude that 3 does not divide x1 . Now we divide it
into three cases, that is, when a, b are odd or when a=22a1 and b is odd
or when a=2a1 , a1 is odd, and b is odd.
Case 1. When a and b are odd, since 3 does not divide (a+2b)(b+2a),
it is trivial to show ((a+2b)(b+2a), x21+3abx1+3a
2b2)=1. Hence there
exists integers s and t with (s, t)=1 such that
(a+2b)(b+2a)=s3, x21+3abx1+3a
2b2=t3, &x1=st.
Since t divides x1 and (3, t)=1, we have t2|ab(x1+ab). We claim that t
must divide ab. If not, excluding the trivial case t=\1, there is a prime p
such that pn(n>0) is the largest p factor of t and pn does not divide ab.
Since p2n is the largest p factor of t2 but ab(x1+ab) has at most p2n&2 as
its factor, we get a contradiction. Therefore letting ab=tz where z is an
integer and using &x1=st, we get
s2&3sz+3z2=t.
Adding the following two equations,
(a+2b)(b+2a)=s3,
&32ab=&32tz=&32(s2&3sz+3z2)z,
we have
2(a&b)2=(s&3z)3.
Thus a&b=2X3 for some integer X. Since (a+2b, b+2a)=1, we also
have a+2b=Y 3, b+2a=Z3 for some integers Y and Z. Therefore
Z3&Y 3=a&b=2X3.
Any nonzero solution (X, Y, Z) of above equation is of the form
(X, &X, X). Using (Y, Z)=1, we have either a+2b=1, b+2a=&1 or
a+2b=&1, b+2a=1. In any case, we get a contradiction using the elliptic
curve restriction on a and b.
Case 2. When a=22a1 for some integer a1 and b is odd, we have
&x31=
1
2 (a+2b)(b+2a) } 2(x
2
1+3abx1+3a
2b2),
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where
( 12 (a+2b)(b+2a), 2(x
2
1+3abx1+3a
2b2))=1.
Thus there exist integers s and t with (s, t)=1 such that
1
2 (a+2b)(b+2a)=s
3, 2(x21+3abx1+3a
2b2)=t3, &x1=st.
In a similar way and using t is even, we have t|ab and ab=tz for some
integer z. Thus
2(s2&3sz+3z2)=t.
Adding the following two equations,
(a+2b)(b+2a)=2s3,
&32ab=&32tz=&322(s2&3sz+3z2)z,
we have
2(a&b)2=2(s&3z)3.
Thus a&b=X 3 for some integer X. Since ( 12 (a+2b), b+2a)=1, we also
have a+2b=2Y 3, b+2a=Z3 for some integers Y and Z. Therefore
Z3&2Y 3=a&b=X3.
Using (Y, Z)=1, we get a contradiction.
Case 3. When a=2a1 where a1 is odd and b is odd, we have
&x31=4(a+2b)(b+2a) }
1
4 (x
2
1+3abx1+3a
2b2),
where
(4(a+2b)(b+2a), 14 (x
2
1+3abx1+3a
2b2))=1.
Thus there exist integers s and t with (s, t)=1 such that
4(a+2b)(b+2a)=s3, 14 (x
2
1+3abx1+3a
2b2)=t3, &x1=st,
and the rest of the argument is similar to previous cases. K
Lemma 2. Let E be an elliptic curve over Q with T(E, Q)=Z2Z
Z8Z. Then for any square free D,
Z4ZZ4Z E3 T(E, Q(- D)).
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Proof. In view of Proposition 2-(ii), we may write E : y2=x(x+u4)
_(x+v4), where u, v and w are positive integers for which u2+v2=w2 and
(u, v)=1. Now suppose Z4ZZ4Z E T(E, Q(- D)). Since every order 2
point is a twice of a point in Z4ZZ4Z and Z4ZZ4Z E
T(E, Q(- D)), there exist a point P # T(E, Q(- D)) such that 2P=
(&u4, 0). Applying Lemma 1, &u4 and &u4+v4 are squares in Q(- D).
Therefore D is &1 and
v4&u4=(v2+u2)(v2&u2)=w2(v2&u2),
which implies that v2&u2 is also a square in Q(- &1). Therefore there
exists an integer w1 such that
v2&u2=\w21 , v
2+u2=w2.
Since 1 is not a congruent number, we get a contradiction. K
For a nice exposition of congruent number problem and descent method,
you may consult T. Ono [12] or N. Koblitz [7].
Now we are ready to prove our main Theorem, which explains the
behavior of torsion subgroups of elliptic curves under quadratic extensions.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof of (i). We may assume that E is of the form E : y2=x(x+u4)
_(x+v4), where u, v and w are positive integers for which u2+v2=w2 and
(u, v)=1. By Proposition 1, the map h : T(E, Q(- D))T(E, Q)  T(ED , Q)
is an injection. Letting K=image of h=[P&_P | P # T(E, Q(- D))], we
will show that K is a trivial group. Since ED is of the form, ED : y2=
x(x+Du4)(x+Dv4) where D is a square free integer, by Proposition 2-(i),
we have
T(ED , Q){Z2ZZ4Z, Z2ZZ8Z.
From Proposition 3, we get T(ED , Q){Z2ZZ6Z. Therefore we have
T(ED , Q)=Z2ZZ2Z.
Since K=image of h E T(ED , Q)=Z2ZZ2Z, K is either Z2ZZ2Z
or Z2Z or a trivial group. We claim that K must be a trivial group.
First, we prove K{Z2ZZ2Z. If they are isomorphic to each other,
then T(E, Q(- D)) has a subgroup T(E, Q)=Z2ZZ8Z and its quotient
is Z2ZZ2Z. Using the fact that there are only 4 order 2 points on elliptic
curves, T(E, Q(- D))=Z4ZZ16Z which is not possible by Lemma 2.
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Next, we prove K{Z2Z. If they are isomorphic, then T(E, Q(- D)) is
either Z4ZZ8Z or Z2ZZ16Z. The first case is not possible by
Lemma 2. For the second case, using addition formula for an elliptic curve,
we obtain an order 8 point P of
E : y2=x(x+u4)(x+v4), u2+v2=w2, (u, v)=1, u, v>0,
where
P=(x0 , y0)=(uv(u+w)(v+w), uvw(u+v)(v+w)(w+u)) # T(E, Q),
and
2P=(u2v2, u2v2w2), 4P=(0, 0), 8P=0.
T(E, Q) is an abelian group generated by (&u4, 0) of order 2 and P of
order 8. Letting P$=(x$0 , y$0)=(&u4, 0)+P=(&u4, 0)+(x0 , y0),
P$=(uv(u+w)(v&w), uvw(u&v)(v&w)(w+u)).
Note that there are only two distinct cyclic subgroups of order 8 of
T(E, Q), one is generated by P and the other is generated by P$. Since
T(E, Q(- D))=Z2ZZ16Z, 2T(E, Q(- D)) is an cyclic subgroup of
order 8 of T(E, Q). Therefore, there exists Q # T(E, Q(- D)) such that
either 2Q=P or 2Q=P$.
Suppose 2Q=P. Then, by Lemma 1, x0 , x0+u4, x0+v4 are squares in
Q(- D). Since all x0 , x0+u4, x0+v4 are in Q, each of them are either :2
or ;2D for some :, ; # Q. Observing x0(x0+u4)(x0+v4)= y20 where y0 # Q
and using the fact that D is a square free, at least one of x0 , x0+u4, x0+v4
is a square in Q. (Actually, only one of them is a square because there is
no point of order 16 in Q.) Note that
x0+u4=uv(u+w)(v+w)+u4=u[v(w2+uw+vw+uv)+u3]
=u(vw2+uvw+v2w+uv2+u3)
=u(vw2+uvw+v2w+uw2)=uw(vw+uv+v2+uw)
=uw(u+v)(w+v).
Same way, we can show x0+v4=vw(v+u)(w+u). Since u2+v2=w2 and
(u, v)=1, assuming that u is even,
u=2st, v=s2&t2, w=s2+t2,
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where (s, t)=1, s, t, s&t>0 and 2 does not divide s&t. Then,
x0=uv(u+w)(v+w)=4s2(s+t)2 st(s2&t2),
x0+u4=uw(u+v)(w+v)=4s2st(s2+t2)(s2&t2+2st),
x0+v4=vw(v+u)(w+u)=(s+t)2 (s2&t2)(s2+t2)(s2&t2+2st).
We claim that none of them is a square in Q, that will give a contradiction.
Suppose that x0 is a square, then st(s2&t2) is a square. Since each of the
factors are pairwise prime, there exist integers s1 , t1 and r such that
s=s21 , t=t
2
1 , s
2&t2=r2,
hence
s41&t
4
1=r
2, s1 t1r{0,
which does not have any integral solution. The other cases where x0+u4
or x0+v4 are squares can be treated in a similar manner. Thus we have
proved that 2Q=P cannot happen. When 2Q=P$=(x$0 , y$0), using
x$0=uv(u+w)(v&w) and u2+v2=w2, we obtain
x$0+u4=uw(u&v)(w&v), x$0+v4=vw(v&u)(w+u).
And the rest of the argument is exactly same as for previous case. K
Proof of (ii). We may write M=a3(a+2b), N=b3(b+2a), where a
and b are pairwise prime integers. From Proposition 4, we have T(ED , Q)
=Z2ZZ2Z for all square free integers D. Therefore by Proposition 1,
we get
T(E, Q(- D))T(E, Q)=Z2ZZ2Z or Z2Z or a trivial group.
We claim that T(E, Q(- D))T(E, Q)=Z2ZZ2Z is not possible.
Otherwise, using the fact that there are only four order 2 points on an elliptic
curve, we get T(E, Q(- D))=Z4ZZ12Z. Therefore by Lemma 1, all of
M, N, &M, &M+N, &N, &N+M are squares in Q(- D). If both M and
N are squares in Q, then there is an order 4 point in T(E, Q)=Z2Z
Z6Z which is not possible. If none of M, N are squares in Q, then we have
M=Ds2 and N=Dt2 for some pairwise prime integers s and t, which
contradicts Proposition 3. Therefore we may assume that there exist
integers s and t with (s, t)=1 such that M=Ds2 and N=t2. Applying
the same argument to &M and &M+N, we deduce that D=&1,
&M=s2 and &M+N=s2+t2=&r2 for some integer r, which is clearly
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impossible. Next, we consider the case when T(E, Q(- D))T(E, Q)=
Z2Z. In this case we have T(E, Q(- D))=Z4ZZ6Z up to
isomorphism. Thus there is a point P in Q(- D) such that 2P=(0, 0) or
(&M, 0) or (&N, 0). By Lemma 1, we find that M, N are squares or &M,
&M+N are squares of &N, &N+M are squares in Q(- D). Now, to
prove part (b) of (ii), it is enough to assume that M, N are squares in
Q(- D) and to verify that none of &M, &M+N, &N, &N+M are
squares in Q due to the following fact. If &M, &M+N are squares in
Q(- D), letting M$=&M, N$=&M+N we find &M$=M,
&M$+N$=N, &N$=&N+M, &N$+M$=&N which implies the
expression is symmetric. Therefore we assume M, N are squares in Q(- D).
By the same reasoning with previous argument, we can say that there exist
integers s and t with (s, t)=1 such that M=Ds2, N=t2. Thus we have
Ds2=a3(a+2b), t2=b3(b+2a).
If &M=&Ds2 is a square in Q, we get D=&1 and
&s2=a3(a+2b), t2=b3(b+2a),
which is not possible by the remark just after the proof of Proposition 3.
If &M+N is a square in Q, letting &M+N=s21 for some integer s1 , we
have
&s21=&N+M=&b
3(b+2a)+a3(a+2b)=(b+a)3 [(b+a)+2(&b)],
&t2=&N=&b3(b+2a)=(&b)3 [(&b)+2(b+a)],
which is a contradiction to Proposition 3. Clearly &N=&t2 is not a
square in Q. If &N+M is a square in Q, letting &N+M=s22 for some
integer s2 , we have
s22=&N+M=&b
3(b+2a)+a3(a+2b)=(b+a)3 [(b+a)+2(&b)],
&t2=&N=&b3(b+2a)=(&b)3 [(&b)+2(b+a)],
which is not possible. The unique D for which T(E, Q(- D))=Z4Z
Z6Z is the square free part of M=a3(a+2b). In other words, it is deter-
mined from the following equations.
M=Ds2=a3(a+2b), N=t2=b3(b+2a).
It is clear that if none of M, N, &M, &M+N, &N, &N+M are squares
in Q, then T(E, Q(- D))=Z2ZZ6Z for all square free integers D,
which establishes the assertion of part (a).
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Proof of (iii). We may write E as E : y2=x(x+s2)(x+t2), where s and
t are positive integers with (s, t)=1. Using Proposition 2 and 3, it is easy
to see that T(ED , Q)=Z2ZZ2Z if D{ &1 or s2&t2{ \r2 for any
integer r. Therefore we first consider the special case where D=&1 and
s2&t2=\r2 for some r. Note that, in this case, we have T(ED , Q)=
Z2ZZ4Z. For convenience we assume s2&t2=r2 and r is positive. It is
clear that Z4ZZ4Z E T(E, Q(- &1)) where Z4ZZ4Z is an abelian
group generated by the following two points.
Q=(st, st(s+t)), Q$=(&s(s+r), rs(s+r)- &1).
We have the following expression after a little manipulation.
Q+Q$=(&t(t+r - &1), &rt(t+r - &1)).
We claim T(E, Q(- &1))=Z4ZZ4Z. If not, by Proposition 1, there is
an order 8 point P in T(E, Q(- &1)) such that 2P is spanned by Q and
Q$, say 2P=mQ+nQ$. Adding 2Q or 2Q$ to both sides of the equation
if necessary, we may assume that there is an order 8 point P in
T(E, Q(- &1)) such that 2P=Q or 2P=Q$ or 2P=Q+Q$. If 2P=Q,
then by Lemma 1, st is a square in Q(- &1). Since s, t are positive and
pairwise prime, we have s=s21 and t=t
2
1 for some integers s1 and t1 . Thus
we get s41&t
4
1=r
2 which is impossible. If 2P=Q$, again by Lemma 1,
&s(s+r)+s2=&sr is a square in Q(- &1). Thus s=s21 and r=r21 for
some integers s1 and r1 . Therefore we get s41&r
4
1=t
2 which is impossible.
Finally if 2P=Q+Q$, by Lemma 1, &t(t+r - &1)+t2=&rt - &1 is a
square in Q(- &1). Therefore there exist integers : and ; such that
&rt - &1=(:+; - &1)2
=:2&;2+2:; - &1.
Thus we have ;=&: and rt=2:2. Since s2&t2=r2, where s, t and r are
positive and pairwise prime, there exist positive integers u, v with u>v and
(u, v)=1 such that r=u2&v2, t=2uv or r=2uv, t=u2&v2. In any case,
we have
rt=2uv(u2&v2)=2:2.
Using (u, v)=1 we get u=u21 , v=v
2
1 and u
2&v2=w2 for some integers
u1 , v1 and w. Hence we have u41&v
4
1=w
2, which is impossible. Thus we
proved T(E, Q(- D))=Z4ZZ4Z when D=&1 and s2&t2=\r2 for
some integer r. Now we assume that either D{ &1 or s2&t2{\r2 for
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any r. Then we have T(ED , Q)=Z2ZZ2Z, and by Proposition 1,
T(E, Q(- D)) is isomorphic to one of the following groups.
Z4ZZ8Z, Z4ZZ4Z, Z2ZZ8Z, Z2ZZ4Z.
Among these groups, T(E, Q(- D))=Z4ZZ8Z, Z4ZZ4Z are not
possible because in these cases, we get get D=&1 and s2&t2=\r2 for
some integer r, which implies T(ED , Q)=Z2ZZ4Z. If T(E, Q(- D))=
Z2ZZ8Z, then 2T(E, Q(- D)) is a cyclic subgroup of order 4 of
T(E, Q)=Z2ZZ4Z. Note that T(E, Q) is an abelian group generated
by (&s2, 0) of order 2 and (st, st(s+t)) of order 4. It is easy to see that
there are only two distinct cyclic subgroups of order 4 in T(E, Q), one is
generated by (st, st(s+t)) and the other is generated by (&st, &st(s&t))
=(&s2, 0)+(st, st(s+t)). Therefore there is a point P in T(E, Q(- D))
such that either 2P=(st, st(s+t)) or 2P=(&st, &st(s&t)). Suppose
2P=(st, st(s+t)). Then by Lemma 1, st, s(s+t), t(s+t) are squares in
Q(- D). Since all of them are either :2 or D;2 for some :, ; in Q and the
product s2t2(s+t)2 is a square in Q, exactly one of them is square in Q,
When st is a square in Q, there are integers u, v with (u, v)=1 such that
s=u2, t=v2 and
s(s+t)=u2(u2+v2)=D:2, t(s+t)=v2(u2+v2)=D;2,
for some integers :, ;. From above equations, we deduce that there exists
an integer w such that u2+v2=Dw2. Thus we have an elliptic curve
E : y2=x(x+u4)(x+v4), where T(E, Q(- D))=Z2ZZ8Z for which D
is the square free part of u2+v2. When s(s+t) is a square in Q, there exist
integers u, w with (u, w)=1 such that s=u2, s+t=w2 and
st=D:2, t(s+t)=D;2,
for some integers :, ;. From above equations, we get t=Dv2 for some
integer v. Therefore we have an elliptic curve E : y2=x(x+u4)(x+D2v4)
where (u, Dv)=1 and u2+Dv2=w2. When t(s+t) is a square in Q, by
symmetry, we obtain s=Dv2, t=u2 and s+t=Dv2+u2=w2 for some
integers u, v and w. Note that in the above cases where s(s+t) and t(s+t)
are squares, D is a necessarily positive integer because we assumed s and
t are positive. But D can also be a negative integer and it happens in the
case when 2P=(&st, &st(s&t)). The argument is similar to the case
2P=(st, st(s+t)).
Proof of (iv). There is an isomophism between T(E, Q(- D)) and
T(ED , Q(- D)) by the map (x, y) [ (Dx, D32y). Using this isomorphism,
it is easy to determine the torsion subgroup of E over quadratic fields
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Q(- D) when T(E, Q)=Z2ZZ2Z. The followings are just natural
consequences of (i), (ii), (iii).
If T(ED , Q)=Z2ZZ8Z, then T(E, Q(- D))=Z2ZZ8Z. If
T(ED , Q)=Z2ZZ6Z, then T(E, Q(- D))=Z4ZZ6Z or Z2Z
Z6Z. If T(ED , Q)=Z2ZZ4Z, since it is trivial to show T(E, Q(- D))
{Z4ZZ4Z when T(E, Q)=Z2ZZ2Z, we have T(E, Q(- D))=
Z2ZZ8Z or Z2ZZ4Z. If T(ED , Q)=Z2ZZ2Z, then using
Proposition 1, we get T(E, Q(- D))=Z2ZZ4Z or Z2ZZ2Z.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
The proof of (i) is obvious if we use Proposition 2 and 3. (ii) is just a
restatement of Proposition 4 and (iii) is easy to verify. We have to make
the statement (iv) more clear. If T(ED , Q)=Z2ZZ8Z or Z2ZZ6Z,
we have T(ED$ , Q)=Z2ZZ2Z for all square free D$ different from D
because ED$ can be considered as the D$D twist of ED . If T(ED , Q)=
Z2ZZ4Z, we may write M=Ds2 and N=Dt2 up to isomorphism.
Then, in view of (iii), the followings are clear. If s2&t2=\r2 for some
integer r, we have T(E&D , Q)=Z2ZZ4Z and T(ED$ , Q)=Z2ZZ2Z
for all square free D$ different from D and &D. If s2&t2{\r2 for any
integer r, then we have T(ED$ , Q)=Z2ZZ2Z for all square free D$ with
D${D.
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